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ABSTRACT

The transition from the European Security and Defense Identity (ESDI) to an autonomous European Security and Defense Policy (ESDP) has significant implications for the future architecture of European security. This paper presents an evaluation of these implications in three important dimensions. The first dimension of importance is the US attitude vis-à-vis the ESDP and whether the US is ready to accept the EU as an equal partner in international security affairs. The second important dimension is the internal coherence and thus the credibility of the EU concerning the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP). The concerns and the interests of the non-EU European NATO members especially Turkey constitute the final dimension.
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The end of the Cold War strongly influenced the relations between the NATO allies. During the Cold War, NATO was united around a common goal, to defend the liberal world and win the struggle against the communist bloc. This integrating external threat has disappeared with the collapse of the communist bloc and the Soviet Union. This unexpected change has had serious effects on the European security system and NATO as well. In the post-Cold War period, the NATO allies have felt the ramification of various threats and interests. During this period starting with the early 1990s, NATO and the EU carried out some self-adaptive internal changes. NATO was obliged to change its strategic concept two times, at the Rome (1991) and the Washington (1999) Summits. And the European Communities created the European Union by including foreign policy, security and defense issues within their integration process. The common characteristic of these changes was the acceptance of NATO as the focal point of the European security architecture. This general trend started to change at the end of the 1990s. The members of the European Union had planned to stay in the NATO framework until the 1998 Saint Malo Declaration, which signaled a radical departure from the fundamental European security attitude during the Cold War.

The Franco-British bilateral reconciliation in Saint Malo, aiming to create an autonomous decision-making and military action capability on security issues inside the European Union, marked a historical change in the unfolding of European security. The “Franco-British summit joint declaration on European defense” adopted in Saint-Malo on 4 December 1998 was a shift of the EU’s political intention from a NATO based security approach, called European Security and Defense Identity (ESDI), towards an autonomous “Security and Defense Policy” (ESDP). In effect, this shift is a change of the EU’s political will to accept NATO as the unique security and defense organization for Europe. The gradual emergence of an autonomous EU institutional and military capability on security and defense is implicit in the Saint-Malo Declaration.

This new phenomenon occurring in the European security environment of the post-Cold War era has had an considerable influence on the reshaping of the post-Cold War European security architecture and the transatlantic link. In other words, this new European security approach, emerged since Saint-Malo, had a blurring
impact on the European commitment to NATO and the transatlantic link. As a result, the transatlantic link and the future of NATO began to be questioned by the United States of America and the European Union.

This article will first analyze the dynamics of the transition from the ESDI project developing inside the NATO framework, to an autonomous European common policy on defense and security (ESDP). Secondly, the implications of that transition on EU-NATO relations and the prospects of the European security architecture will be assessed. To introduce a new dimension, this analysis will pay special attention to the policies pursued by the US and the EU in this field to the interests behind these policies. Lastly, the impact of the change in the European security system upon non-EU member NATO European allies will be evaluated.

1. An Initiative toward a European Pillar Inside NATO

The European Community launched in 1990 an effort to develop a common foreign and security policy inside the European integration process. During the negotiations of the European Council of Rome in December 1990, and the European Council summit of Maastricht in December 1991 aimed at preparing the Treaty on the European Union (TEU), the issue to give a security and defense dimension to the new European Union under the umbrella of a Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) was one of the major topics of discussion. By working on the formulation of a new CFSP, the European Community was actually defining the future role of the emerging EU as an international political and security actor.

During the negotiations of 1990-1991, two divergent approaches emerged in the EC concerning the future structure of the security and defense dimension of the EU. A first group that included Britain, Portugal, and some smaller members such as Benelux countries refused to consider any European security initiative other than one in the context of a reinforcement of the European pillar of NATO. The views of this “Atlanticist” group were centered within the framework of NATO for security and defense affairs. On the other hand, “the “Europeanists”, led by France under President Francois Mitterand,
wished to complete the unfinished European integration process with the addition of a European foreign and security policy and to balance the overwhelming influence of the U.S. in the post-Cold War era.¹

A tendency to create a common security policy and a common European defense gained strength in the negotiations. Especially the rapprochement occurring between France and Germany (the Dumas/Genscher non-paper of 6 February 1991 and the common initiative of Mitterrand and German Chancellor Helmut Kohl of 14 October 1991) had at that time a favorable effect on a Common European defense. The discussions also extended to the issue of giving a new role to the Western European Union (WEU); to turn WEU the EU’s defense component by clearly subordinating the WEU to the EU.²

At the European Council summit in Maastricht, the member states reached a consensus and adopted the famous article J4 of the Maastricht Treaty. This article stipulated that the European Union will have a “common foreign and security policy... including the eventual framing of a common defense policy which might in time lead to a common defense” (art. J4/1). The same article subordinated the WEU to the EU to implement decisions and actions of the Union that have defense implications (art. J4/2). The formulation of the security dimension of the EU and the creation of a linkage between the WEU and the EU raised the question of the future relations between the EU and NATO. The general vagueness of the TEU allowed the more pro-European (or anti-US) member states, such as France, to interpret the treaty as an endorsement of plans to develop a European security identity while, for others like Britain, the specific mention of NATO gave the impression that the CFSP was a means of strengthening what US President John Kennedy had dubbed the “European pillar” of NATO.³

On that subject, the EU members agreed that the security dimension of the European common foreign and security policy

---

(CFSP) will not undermine the engagements taken within the framework of NATO. Especially the Declaration of the WEU on “the role of the WEU and its Relations with the European Union and with the Atlantic Alliance”⁴, which had been annexed to the Maastricht Treaty, closed the debate concerning EU-NATO relations. This declaration clearly defined future EU-NATO relations. In conformity with the position of Britain, article 4 of that declaration has defined “the WEU as a means to strengthen the European pillar of the Atlantic Alliance”. According to the article, “WEU will act in conformity with positions adopted in the Atlantic Alliance.”⁵ Consequently, the European Union decided to continue with a NATO centered security policy. The emergence of the security and defense dimension of the EU was presented as a mean to reinforce the European pillar of NATO. In other words, the Maastricht Treaty launched a linkage process between the EU and NATO by keeping NATO at the apex of a network of new security arrangements in Europe.⁶

EU developments in the security field triggered a parallel debate within the Alliance. The concept of the “European security dimension” first appeared in the Final Communiqué adopted in Brussels on 17-18 December 1990.⁷ This was a quick reaction to the decisions taken at the European Council in Rome. The new security dimension and the future defense role of the EC/EU were also discussed at the Copenhagen meeting of the North Atlantic Council (June 1991). In its evaluation, the North Atlantic Council described this development as the creation of a “means to strengthen the European pillar within the Alliance and to enhance the role and the responsibilities of the European allies.”⁸ The allies also adopted a Declaration entitled “NATO’s Core Security Functions in the New Europe” to underline the “persistent core security function of NATO.” Finally the new strategic concept of NATO adopted in Rome on 7-8 November 1991, stipulated that “the creation of a European identity in security and

⁵Dumond and Setton, La Politique Etrangère et de Sécurité Commune, p.114.
defense will underline the preparedness of the Europeans to take a
greater share of responsibility for their security and will help to
reinforce transatlantic solidarity”. We can conclude that NATO’s first
reaction was to pursue the wording of the Maastricht declaration and
to define the new security dimension of the EU as an instrument to
reinforce the European pillar of NATO. However, the nature of that
European security identity continued to be vague and unclear in legal
terms.

Under these guidelines, the WEU and NATO worked together to
define the necessary arrangements for WEU-NATO cooperation. These
negotiations were concluded in 1996 at NATO’s Berlin Ministerial
meeting. In Berlin, NATO agreed to provide to the WEU, upon
request, the command and material capabilities needed to implement a
non-NATO military crisis response operation (non-Article 5
operations). The mechanism to accomplish this involved the
introduction of a third concept, that of the Combined Joint Task Force
(CJTF). The CJTF concept was central to providing the operational
link between EU’s CFSP and NATO’s ESDI.

At NATO’s 1996 Berlin Ministerial meeting, the allies agreed to
the general outline of a U.S. proposal for the CJTF.9 “The premise of
the CJTF concept is that pre-designated command and staff officers
can be detached from a NATO command to form the framework for an
operational headquarters, with the needed fill-in staff to be drafted
from other commands either as modules (that is, as groups of people
who work together in specialized areas, such as military intelligence)
or on a individual basis.”10 Additionally ESDI would make NATO assets
and capabilities available for future military operations commanded by
the WEU. Such decisions would be made by consensus of the NATO
allies on a case-by-case basis. To facilitate such operations, European
officers in the NATO structure would, when appropriate, shift from
their NATO responsibilities to WEU command positions.11

10S. Croft, J. Howorth, T. Terriff, M. Weber, “NATO’s Triple Challenge”,
International Affairs, No:3, 2000, p.512.
11S. R. Sloan, The United States and European Defence, Chaillot Paper 39, Institute
At the 1999 Washington Summit, the NATO allies also agreed on the compromise that the Deputy Supreme Allied Commander Europe (DSACEUR), to be a European general, would coordinate cooperation between NATO and the WEU and would prepare plans for WEU operations through the CJTF. These arrangements would permit the European allies to play a larger role in NATO’s military command structures. Under the legal umbrella of ESDI and in the framework of the CJTF concept, the EU would have the means to carry out non-Article 5 operations by using NATO’s assets and planning capability.

2. Change Toward an Autonomous European Security and Defense Dimension

A radical change occurred in the evolving of the European security dimension with the Franco-British Joint declaration on European Defense in Saint-Malo. The first overt use of the word “autonomous” in any European security blueprint was in Saint-Malo declaration. In December 1998, France and Britain stated in the Saint-Malo declaration “the Union must have the capacity for autonomous action backed up by credible military forces.”

The legal base of that development was laid down in the Amsterdam Treaty. Article 17/2 of the Amsterdam Treaty included the so-called Petersberg Tasks containing the humanitarian and rescue tasks, peacekeeping, tasks of combat forces in crisis management including peacemaking inside the European acquis. The Amsterdam Treaty also projected the possible integration of the WEU into the EU under the condition of European Council authorization (art 17/1). In reality, the Saint-Malo declaration was a compromise of the two

---

largest military powers of the EU, France and Britain, concerning the full and rapid implementation of the security provisions of the Amsterdam Treaty, including the future framing of a common defense policy.\textsuperscript{15} The big difference was that during the preparations of the Amsterdam Treaty, the EU major powers did not decide to create an autonomous security and defense dimension for the EU, but prepared the legal base for an eventual development in that direction. The Saint-Malo declaration was the first sign to move this political intention from theory to practice. The first article of the declaration stated that "the EU needs to be in a position to play its full role on international stage and this means making a reality of the Treaty of Amsterdam, which will provide the essential basis for action by the Union". In reality, in adopting this principle, France and Britain unveiled their intention to put into practice these articles of the Amsterdam Treaty.

After the Saint-Malo Declaration, the 15 member states of the EU adopted the formula and declared their determination to develop an autonomous capacity to take decisions on security and defense issues at the EU summits in Cologne, Helsinki, Feira, and Nice. At Feira, the EU members announced that "these decisions will be taken within the single institutional framework and will respect European Community competences and ensure inter-pillar coherence". These developments clearly indicated that the ESDP was emerging in the framework of the EU's juridical order and within the EU's acquis, unlike the ESDP which had been developing in the NATO framework.

In this context it is possible to say that the choice of the term "autonomy" was intentional and demonstrated the growing will of the EU to act separately from NATO. One gets the impression that this terminology was chosen in order not to use the term "independently" which is much more stronger than "autonomy". In other words, the leaders of the EU, in their search to ensure the political control and the strategic direction of EU-led Petersberg type operations, decided to conduct such operations autonomously/independently.\textsuperscript{16}

The process of separation, launched with the Saint-Malo declaration ended with the incorporation of the WEU into the EU. At the WEU Ministerial Council meeting in November 2000 in Marseille, the WEU member states agreed to suspend the operational capacity of the WEU. The Nice summit of the European Council in December 2000, by creating new security and military institutions inside the EU, incorporated the organizational and operational capability of the WEU regarding the Petersberg missions into the EU. Thus the EU opted for a gradual withdrawal from operational matters and to remain a depository of Article V of the modified Brussels Treaty whose implementation remained within NATO. As a result, the WEU chose to be only a significant forum and a place of exchange on questions of security and defense for the members of Parliament of 28 countries within its Parliamentary Assembly.

The WEU was the main instrument of the ESDI aiming to construct a European pillar within NATO. WEU, in that context, was serving as a genuine bridge between EU and NATO, thus was both a practical tool for EU security policy and a buffer zone between NATO and the EU.\(^\text{17}\) The EU can hardly be able to play the role of the WEU in the ESDI system due to its \textit{sui generis} legal characteristics. The \textit{de facto} removal of the WEU’s operational capacity means the \textit{de facto} loss of an institutional framework for the realization of ESDI project as well. This clearly means abandoning the concept of the ESDI and the construction of a European pillar within NATO.\(^\text{18}\)

On the other hand, starting with the Saint-Malo declaration the EU members in all official documents paid attention to reserve for NATO the first operation option. This was declared in the formula that “the EU will launch and then conduct military operations where NATO as a whole is not engaged”. At first look, this “NATO first formula” can be seen as a legal assurance to keep NATO-centered security policies. However one must not forget that the major EU powers are at the same time the members of NATO, and that in NATO all decisions

\(^{17}\)Ibid., p.255.

are taken by *consensus*. This means that a veto coming from any ally is enough to block the decision-making procedure inside NATO. Moreover, the “NATO first” formula does not remove the fact of the creation of a distinct and autonomous organizational and operational security and defense structure inside the EU. This new security structure apart from NATO bears a real potential to block its decision-making and operation capacity and ultimately to split the alliance. In other words, the NATO first formula adopted in the EU will not eliminate the EU’s developing capacity as a new and potentially rival security actor.19

The EU has also changed its armament policy after the creation of its autonomous security and defense dimension. At the European Union summit in Helsinki in December 1999, the EU members agreed on a “Headline Goal” to improve military capabilities. The aim of this was to achieve the capability to form a rapid reaction force militarily self-sustaining with the necessary command, control and intelligence capabilities, logistics, other combat support services and additionally, air and naval elements.20 The “Headline Goal” was a clear strategy to encourage EU members to integrate their defense spending and the European defense industry in order to give the EU an operational military capacity to carry out its own military interventions.21 The EU’s “Headline Goal” project and the planning of a new European integrated military industry were a continuation of the Saint-Malo autonomy logic, which was also adopted as a principle in the Amsterdam Treaty. Article 17/1, para.4 of the Amsterdam Treaty stipulated that “The progressive framing of a common defence policy will be supported, as Member States consider appropriate, by cooperation between them in the field of armaments”. By pursuing the political guideline of the Amsterdam Treaty in the armament field and by achieving the military capability defined in the “Headline Goal”

19 See Howorth, “Britain, France and the European Defence Initiative”, p.147 for the debate between EU and US concerning the question of the “right of first refusal” and the future of NATO.
concept, "the EU members have increased their efforts to encourage the restructuring of the European defense industry after Saint-Malo to make sure that the ESDP will have a solid basis for autonomous action and not be overly dependent upon external (mostly US) military infrastructure and equipment". This new military procurement planning for all 15 EU member state was a sign of differentiation of the European defense program from the "Defense Capabilities Initiative" (DCI), designed to enhance European military capabilities within the Alliance. The question was whether the EU members will try to achieve the Headline Goal by providing significant new defense resources, or (more likely) will they seek to do so by re-allocating current defense resources at the expense of present commitments to NATO? The potential menace is that this military differentiation, by creating Europe-only assets as opposed to alliance-wide assets, can in the long run negatively influence the political coherence and the interoperability capability of NATO.

3. Diverging American and European Perspectives vis-à-vis the Post-Cold War European Security Architecture

The European initiative to include security and defense in the European integration process in the post-Cold War era provoked some suspicious and hesitant reactions from the American side. The feelings of suspicion and hesitation turned into genuine tension between the US and the EU when this initiative moved to autonomy aspect at the end of the 1990s. Implicit in the Saint-Malo process was the gradual emergence of an autonomous EU capability -- both institutional and military -- which was always likely to grow into something that the

---

Alliance in general and the US in particular would look upon with alarm.\(^{26}\)

At first look, it was difficult to observe this tension in the rhetoric used by both sides on that issue. However, a deeper analysis unveils this rhetoric and shows the reality. The reality is that the US and the EU have different positions \textit{vis-à-vis} the ESDP. For the Americans, this could be an instrument of burden-sharing without affecting the central political and military role of NATO in the security field. For the EU members (some differentiations exist between them, but there is a clear \textit{consensus} among them on the basic principles of the ESDP), this is the way to achieve a considerable political-strategic capability apart from the US in the international arena. These two different approaches deeply influenced EU-NATO relations as well.

The differentiation process between the US and the EU began with the 1991 Maastricht Declaration. This was the time the future role of NATO after the Cold War was being questioned. The US translated the wording of the Maastricht Declaration and of the Maastricht Treaty on the creation of a European security and defense dimension as a European request for consolidating the European pillar within NATO. The first sign of this “US based NATO understanding” of the emerging European security dimension was apparent in the NATO official documents and was labeled with a new NATO formulation: European Security and Defense Identity (ESDI). ESDI was initially conceived as a technical-military arrangement, which would allow the Europeans to assume a greater share of the burden for security missions through access to NATO assets and capabilities, which European member states did not possess.\(^{27}\)

In the American perspective, Europe had enjoyed for decades the luxury of focusing on economic and political integration while relying on its “American pacifier” for security.\(^{28}\) In the post-Cold War era, as a continuation of this attitude, defense spending had steadily declined in the most EU countries. The EU leaders were reluctant even to raise

\(^{27}\) Ibid., p.13.
the issue of defense spending as they sought to cut social entitlements and to reform pension systems amid budgetary austerity.29

Behind that American approach was the concern to see the EU become an economic challenger as well. Due to this, the USA argued that in the post-Cold War era the Europeans had to share the burden of the US in the security field and increase their defense spending and military capability. The Americans saw the emergence of the European security and defense dimension as an occasion to defend their burden-sharing thesis much more strongly and thus to control Europe's economic growth. Another issue raised by them was the priority of NATO in the security field. To keep the central role of NATO, i.e. the central role of the US in the security field, the Americans strongly emphasized the importance of the NATO-first principle. Used to a position of primacy within the alliance, they were reluctant to make room for a more self-reliant Europe.30 They were pursuing a policy aimed at balancing the potential of a European economic challenge and not at creating a new political challenger. In the American view, a stronger Europe could actually become a strategic competitor of the US. Therefore, all issues must first be discussed on a transatlantic basis, and only if NATO (meaning the US) decides not to engage would a Europe-only dialogue and initiative be appropriate.31 As a result, the ESDI did not give rise to much alarm in the US because it was defined fully within the framework of the Alliance. On the other hand, defined as autonomous from NATO and within the EU framework, the ESDP was seen as a cause for alarm by most US commentators.32 US Deputy Secretary of State Strobe Talbott described this fact in 1999 by saying that: "We would not want to see an ESDI that comes into being first within NATO but grows out of NATO and finally grows away from NATO, since that would lead to an ESDI that initially duplicates NATO but that could eventually compete with NATO".33

29Ibid., p.21.
30Ibid. p.29; Sloan, The United States and European Defence, p. 7-8.
32Sloan, The United States and European Defence, p.18.
33Ibid., p.19.
From the EU's perspective, the initiatives toward the creation of a European security and defense dimension was initially a maneuver to adapt the European integration process to the conditions of the post-Cold War era. In the early stage of that era, the political attitude of the UK in particular was to seek the preservation of the transatlantic link. In the second half of 1995, the British government actively began to search for ways to create a European security and defense identity within the framework of the Alliance, in a manner that would facilitate France's return to full military integration. The re-involvement of France in the Alliance, with a willingness and ability to participate in military interventions beyond national borders, was seen as the key to achieve a meaningful and coordinated European contribution to Post-Cold War security concerns. The issue of the return of France to NATO's military structure and the progress of the European Union's security dimension were seen as complementary steps toward the restructuring of the post-Cold War European security architecture. Traditionally France's attitude vis-à-vis NATO has been critical. France has always raised serious criticisms about the political and military role of the US and the position and the nationality of the SACEUR inside NATO. In the process of its re-involvement, France sought a way to balance the role of the US and of the SACEUR (traditionally an American general). During the negotiations, it requested that the command of the South European sector, located in Naples, be rotated between France, Italy, and Spain. The US refused to see this command, always held by an American and which included the command of the Sixth Fleet, assigned to the Middle East, controlled by a European. The continuing controversies about the role of the DSACEUR and the AFSOUTH command hindered a positive conclusion of France's 1995 rapprochement process with NATO in 1997. The breakdown in the process of France's rapprochement also triggered the strengthening of the autonomist tendencies in the evolution of the EU's security and defense dimension.

On the European side, the question of how much longer the American military commitment will be present on the European

34 Sloan, The United States and European Defence, p. 11.
36 Boniface, "The NATO Debate in France", p.9.
security scene with its huge burden on American budget, is another critical aspect driving the EU toward the creation of the ESDP. In the post-Cold War era, the Europeans worried about the relevance of the American commitment to European security as it existed during the Cold War years. The controversies that appeared especially during and after the Kosovo military operation between EU members and the US had a blurring effect on the European perception of the continuation of the American commitment to European security. This moved the Europeans to seek an integrated European defense capability that they could use within or outside of NATO as expressed in the ESDP. American pressure on European allies to increase their defense spending and invest more in order to narrow the capability gap with the US played an important role in the European change of attitude toward an autonomous security and defense policy. The Franco-European project was predicated on the assumption that balance involved not only resources and military tasks, but also political influence and diplomatic leadership. These two interlinked factors, American pressure for burden-sharing on Europe and European doubts about the continuation of American commitment to European security, have exposed the European tendency toward autonomy in an emerging security and defense policy of the EU. Considering these developments, the EU members found themselves making an increased effort to achieve a greater balance in influence and leadership with the US in post-Cold War European security.

4. Turkey's Reaction against the ESDP

The transition from ESDI to ESDP and the incorporation of the WEU into the EU deeply influenced the six European countries which are members of NATO but not of the EU. They were, at the time, the

Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Iceland, Norway and Turkey. These countries were also associate members\textsuperscript{40} of the WEU. Iceland, Norway and Turkey gained the associate member status through an invitation issued in the 1991 Maastricht Declaration of the WEU, which was also annexed to the Maastricht Treaty. Hungary, the Czech Republic and Poland acquired this status following a decision taken by the WEU Permanent Council on 23 March 1999, and their new status was confirmed by a declaration attached to the Bremen Declaration of the WEU Council of Ministers dated 10-11 May 1999.\textsuperscript{41}

However, each of these six countries has been influenced in a different degree. It is possible to distinguish three categories. In the first category are the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland. These three countries have been closest candidates for full EU membership. It meant that they have a chance to become full members of the EU before the full implementation of the ESDP. The second category includes of Norway and Iceland. These two countries decided voluntarily not to join the EU. They can be full members in a relatively short time, if they decided to do so. Their absence from the ESDP is the logical result of their own political choice and they know that to be part of it depends on their political will. In the third category is Turkey. This country has a position \textit{sui generis} in the European integration process. It became associated to the EU in 1963, and applied for membership in 1987. Turkey is today among the candidate countries, which is the farthest from full EU membership. The obstacles preventing Turkey's membership are not the subject of this article, but they influence deeply the attitude of Turkey toward the ESDP.

Turkey has traditionally pursued a policy of inclusion in Western political and security systems. This is a key point to understand Turkey's foreign and security policy. Its membership in NATO since 1952, in this perspective, is of crucial importance for Turkey.\textsuperscript{42} This fact played a major role against the Soviet threat during

\textsuperscript{40}Associate members are not signatories to the modified Brussels Treaty or the WEU Treaty.


\textsuperscript{42}A. Eralp, "European Security and Turkey", \textit{Private View}, Spring 2000, p. 53; Hüseyin Bagcı, "Türkiye ve AGSK: Beklentiler, Endişeler" (Turkey and ESDP),
the Cold War years. However, from the Turkey’s security perspective NATO’s fundamental role in Turkey’s foreign and security policy continues to have a central importance in the post-Cold War years. Surrounded by instable regions such as the Balkans, the Middle East and Caucasia, Turkey continues to accept NATO and its adherence to the Western European security system as the principal guarantor of its security. Turkey quite often uses this “privileged position” (membership to NATO) in its relations with its neighboring countries, which are in general quite problematic. Turkey perceives its place in NATO also as a channel of communication and a way to better explain its policies concerning bilateral regional disputes (such as its conflicts with Greece and Cyprus issue). By using this channel Turkey has found several times a way to prevent escalation in these issues and to keep its security by maintaining its foreign policy priorities.

The formulation of an autonomous European security and defense policy changed the position of NATO inside the Western security system and thus blurred Turkey’s foreign and security perception vis-à-vis the developing post-Cold War security architecture. Turkey conceived the transition from ESDI to ESDP as a step toward its exclusion from the new European security architecture. For that reason it displayed a clearly negative attitude toward the EU’s requests to use NATO assets and planning capacity after the Helsinki Summit (December 1999). In Turkey’s perception, Helsinki was a definitive sign of rupture from the ESDI and a transition to an autonomous security policy inside the EU.

Another fundamental development increasing the degree of Turkey’s reaction vis-à-vis the ESDP is the incorporation of the WEU into the EU. At the WEU Ministerial Council in November 2000 in Marseille, the WEU member states agreed to suspend the operational capacity of the WEU. The Nice Council in December 2000 adopted the inclusion in the EU of the appropriate functions of the WEU pursuing the guidelines defined in Marseille. Turkey conceived the WEU as a bridge between EU and NATO. The WEU would be a practical tool to facilitate the participation of the non-EU NATO members in the non-

article 5 operations conducted by the EU. The WEU has developed a differentiated and far-reaching system of participation in its decision-making processes for states that are not full members, such as Turkey. The Maastricht Treaty provided a legal basis for the non-EU NATO members to join to the WEU as associate members and participate fully in the WEU’s activities. Especially after the WEU’s Ministerial Councils of Berlin in July 1997 and of Erfurt in November 1997, the associate members obtained the right to participate fully, in accordance with their statute, in all Petersberg missions carried out by the WEU.43

With the incorporation of the WEU into the EU, Turkey suffered a net loss regarding the degree of its participation in security and defense matters.44 In those days Turkey’s Defense Minister Sabahattin Çakmakoğlu stated that “Turkey could block the use of NATO equipment and forces by the ESDP if it is not allowed to take part in the new force”,45 and Prime Minister Bülent Ecevit raised his criticisms of ESDP by saying that “Turkey has received unfair treatment from the EU over the ESDP so far.”46

One of the Turkey’s concerns about the ESDP has been related with its security interests in its surrounding area. Turkey is concerned with the possibility of the ESDP being used against its interests in areas it regards as its security interests. In other words, Turkey is concerned that without its full involvement, the EU-performed Petersberg type operations might take place in its neighboring regions and conflicts such as the Cyprus, and Turkish-Greek bilateral disputes, Northern Iraq and developments leading toward a Kurdish State, and the Armenia–Azerbaijan territorial dispute over Nagorno-Karabag. The clear sign of that concern is Turkey’s request of a commitment from the EU that “ESDP would not be used in disputes between NATO allies” and that “ESDP would not be used in any condition or crisis against Turkey”.

43See Missiroli, “EU-NATO Cooperation in Crisis Management: No Turkish Delight for ESDP”, for details on this issue.
These concerns have also been reflected in the "Ankara Document" finalized on 26 November 2001 between US, UK and Turkey and approved by the Turkish Government on 29 December 2001, aiming to remove Turkey’s veto on ESDP-NATO cooperation. A security pledge assuring Turkey on this issue is included in the Ankara Document. In this Document, an intense consultation mechanism with Turkey covering all phases and stages of an eventual operation not involving NATO assets and unrolling in Turkey’s geographic proximity and related with its security interests, has also been adopted by these three countries.

Greece, annoyed by the security pledge included in the Document, raised some concerns and criticisms about the Ankara Document. The Greek objection centered mainly on the assurances given in the Ankara Document that ESDP would not use automatic access to NATO assets to undermine Turkey’s interests. Greece wanted to include a similar assurance in the official texts to protect Greek geographical and strategic interests. According to Greek officials, to meet Greek security concerns was a question of reciprocity. In Brussels on 24-25 October 2002, the EU leaders worked out the terms of what they considered an adequate reconciliatory text. In an annexed document to the Presidency Conclusions adopted after the Brussels European Council meeting, the EU included an article providing that NATO’s military crisis management will not undertake any action against the EU or its Members States. This was a clear diplomatic gesture without substance aiming only to satisfy Greek public opinion. It was unthinkable that NATO, an international organization taking its decisions on the basis of consensus rule, could ever adopt a decision against one of its members. The Brussels Document also stipulated that any type of action should comply with the principles of the United Nations Charter, especially the peaceful settlement of disputes and refraining from the threat or use of force, in reference to the Aegean

47The Ankara Document is a set of principles adopted by the US, UK and Turkey to find a solution to the issue of participation of 6 non-EU European NATO allies to the EU conducted operations and by to remove the Turkish veto of the use of NATO planning capacity and NATO assets during this kind of operations.

48Interviews with officials in the Turkish Foreign Ministry.

disputes between Greece and Turkey. The rest of the document was an adoption of the guidelines defined in the Ankara Document.

At the EU Copenhagen Summit on 12-13 December 2002, Turkey accepted the Brussels document proposed by the EU under the condition that the “the countries which will be new members of the EU, especially Cyprus, should not use NATO capabilities automatically”. The EU, in an annexed declaration to the Conclusions of the Copenhagen Summit, pledged that “only the EU members which are also either NATO members or parties to the NATO’s Partnership for Peace program will be part of ESDP-NATO security cooperation and Berlin plus arrangements”. In other words the EU has agreed that Cyprus will not take part in EU military operations conducted by using NATO assets and planning capacity. One must add that this is strictly limited to ESDP-NATO joint operations. On the other hand, the same declaration assured the right of full participation of Cyprus in the autonomous ESDP operations conducted without NATO. After the Copenhagen Summit, a joint meeting of the North Atlantic Council and the EU Political and Security Committee held on 16 December 2002 adopted a declaration on ESDP. This joint declaration provided the legal base for the EU’s assured access to NATO’s planning capabilities and ended the deadlock blocking the use of NATO planning capacity by the EU in the framework of its ESDP.

These developments clearly show that the evolution of an autonomous European security and defense policy is and will continue to be linked to NATO-EU relations in the near future. Considering the lack of capability of the EU to conduct a major operation, the need for EU-NATO cooperation and the importance of ESDP-NATO joint operability capability will continue. Through this procedure Turkey will necessarily keep its strategic importance. Its security concerns, as expressed during the negotiation process of the Berlin plus arrangements, will continue to play a major role with regard to EU-
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NATO relations on security issues. In conclusion, Turkey will also continue to remain an important factor in the development of the future European security architecture.

5. Considerations Concerning the Future of the European Security Architecture

To be able to project the eventual path of development of the European security architecture and of EU-NATO relations in the post-Cold War era, especially after the ESDP, one must look at what is not being said instead of the official texts and declarations. At first glance, one can observe the Turkish-Greek dispute and the Turkish concerns about the development of the ESDP as the primary obstacle impeding the progress of ESDP-NATO relations and thus the formation of a new security structure in Europe. However, the growing US concerns over the developing autonomous security and defense aspect of the EU also play a substantial role in the EU-NATO disputes. The evolution of the ESDP increased the American worries about the future of the European security architecture and especially the future of transatlantic cooperation in security matters. In the period that followed the Second World War, it suited the US to have a hegemonic leadership in the Western World. The American leadership in the Western World on security issues began to be questioned by the European side in the 1990s. The ESDP and its autonomous character from NATO reflects a concrete sign of European differing attitude.

At this point, the question of whether the US is ready to share its leadership and to accept that the EU will gain a new and "autonomous" political and security role outside the European theater, will play a substantial role in the evolution of a new security architecture. If the US is ready to accept the EU as an equal security partner, EU-NATO relations and the new institutional framework of European security will undoubtedly will be different. Needless to say, this will contribute a great deal to solve the debate concerning EU-NATO cooperation and to build a common frame to conduct an operation. Actually the
American attitude vis-à-vis the ESDP is not very positive. American hesitations concerning the "autonomy" approach of the EU will naturally make it more difficult to build a solid and cooperative European security architecture.

On the other hand it is highly possible that in the future the "autonomy" concept will change into "independence". Certainly the determinant of this transformation will be the EU's capacity to overcome its internal fragilities. The first weakness is the lack of capability. The EU still has a crucial need to turn to NATO and especially to American assets and planning capability to conduct a medium scale operation. It is for this reason that the EU is requesting automatic access to NATO capabilities. The second weakness is the decreasing defense spending of major EU powers. The transition to the Euro and the strict rules of the "Stability and Growth Pact" reinforce this tendency. The last weakness is the lack of political coherence among the EU members on the major issues of the world agenda. This fact has also been supported by the nature of the decision-making process of the EU on foreign and security policy. The EU's autonomist approach bears the potential to weaken NATO. NATO is an organization keeping European allies and the US together in a single institutional framework to safeguard common values and political aims by political and military means. The transatlantic cooperation and the American commitment to European security consist of the NATO assets. These assets greatly helped to keep stability and peace in Europe during the Cold War years. The weakening of NATO, without building a new security framework in its place, will create serious vulnerabilities in European security in the future. The solution of that problem is closely linked to the EU-US dialogue and to the progress of ESDP-NATO relations.

The progress of EU-US relations toward a dialogue between equals will raise a substantial question on security matters. Who will decide in a crisis situation? NATO or the EU, or NATO and the EU together in a new kind of institutional framework? The discussions on the right of "first refusal" are a different way of formulating this

question. President Clinton had addressed the NATO-EU relationship, calling for NATO to be guaranteed the “right of first refusal” when missions were being considered. In theory NATO and EU documents actually give the first refusal right to NATO. In the Washington Summit Communiqué (24 April 1999), NATO declared that the autonomous action capacity of the EU could be acknowledged only “where the Alliance as a whole is not engaged” (para. 9/a). On the EU side, the Presidency Report to the Nice European Council (7-8 December 2000) adopted exactly the same wording of the NATO document. In practice, the EU indeed acquires the “right of first refusal”. The engagement of NATO as a whole will depend on the EU countries, which are at the same time NATO members. For example, an EU country which prefers an EU-led operation can block the decision within NATO and impede the engagement of the Alliance. The internal fragilities of the EU will actually limit the free use of that right by the EU. However, it is difficult to guess the prospective European approach on the question of “first refusal right”. Kupchan defines this fact by saying that “... Washington is justified in calling for full transparency and insisting that a thorough transatlantic discussion before deciding definitively who is best placed to take the lead if military action is necessary.” In reality the “first refusal” question will shape the substance of future European security architecture and of EU-US relations.

If a satisfactory solution cannot be reached for both the US and the EU, the world may face a unilateralist American security policy. Some analysts argue that one probable conclusion of the persisting differentiation process between the EU and the US could be a new American isolationism. However, the American strategy of preemptive strike evolving after the September 11 attack can hinder the Americans in favoring a unilateralist approach rather than isolationism on international security issues. Isolationist or unilateralist American
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security policies can have a very negative impact on the effectiveness of NATO and of European security in the post-Cold War era.

The non-EU European NATO allies will also have a say in the construction of a new security architecture in Europe. Turkey in particular will have a considerable impact on the process of constructing a new security architecture in Europe. As a NATO member and a strategic partner of the US, Turkey will, no doubt, look for a way to influence the evolution of EU-NATO relations according to its strategic interests and to safeguard its institutional assets gained during the Cold-War years.

6. Conclusion

The development of ESDP-NATO relations will shape the future architecture of European Security. The autonomist character of ESDP constitutes a challenge to NATO’s central role and especially to the leadership of the US in the Western World of the Cold War years. The new situation is obviously based on the search by European side to achieve a balanced relationship in the security field in the post-Cold War years. The emergence of an autonomous European security and defense policy had a deep impact on the European security architecture. It is hard to believe that it will be possible to continue to live with the institutional framework created during the Cold War. In the forthcoming years, we will undoubtedly witness the creation of a new security architecture in Europe.

Three factors will play a substantial role in the shaping of this future security architecture. The first factor is the US attitude vis-à-vis the ESDP and its developing autonomous character. The question is whether or not the US is ready to accept the EU as an equal partner in international security affairs. Secondly, the internal coherence and external credibility of the European Union regarding the Common Foreign and Security Policy will play an important role in the evolution of the new European security architecture. Thirdly, the criticisms of the non-EU European NATO members, especially those of Turkey, will also influence the development of Europe’s future security relations.
In conclusion, the success of building a firm European security architecture is closely tied to a fruitful EU-US cooperation and a mutual understanding between the EU and the US in the post-Cold War era. To a lesser extent, the inclusion of all European countries and especially the NATO allies will also help to reach that goal. In this manner, a self-examination of the US is very important in the years to come. If the US does not accept a balanced relationship with the EU and continues to stress the imbalance of military capacity or attempts to pursue an unilateralist policy, the cooperative climate on international security issues and the hope to create a new and solid European security architecture will collapse. On the other hand, if the EU aims to have a considerable place and weight on the international scene on security issues, it must find the way to speak with one and strong voice in the world arena and to reinforce its security policies with a credible military capability.